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NEW ZEALANDERS' 3,000 MILES DRIVE

Serum for Russians taken from Cairo to Teheran

Three Canterbury, New Zealand, drivers who made transport history for the

New Zealand Division with their 7 days' journey between Cairo and Teheran have

rejoined their unit after travelling 3,000 miles in six countries. They are

Corporal B.W. Roberts, of Christchurch, and Drivers A.W. Kelman, of Geraldine, and

G.W. Newton, of Amberley.

Roberts and Kelman have served with the Motor Transport Company through

its four campaigns. Newton joined the unit from an infantry battalion only

a few days before it was selected to make one of the hardest of the many

difficult transport journeys assigned to the New Zealand Army Service Corps.
Their job was to take two-and-a-half tons of American Red Cross serum over the

first stages of its transportation from Egypt to Russia.

Because of the liability to deterioration of the serum once it was with-

out refrigeration they had to make the fastest possible time over a route unknown

to them - some of it across the open Syrian Desert and through the steep mountain

passes of Iran. Within a week they had been in New Zealand, English, Australian,
Indian and Polish camps and were within a few miles of the Russian border.

Armed with tommy guns and Bren guns with which to beat off possible attacks

on their lone truck during the long desert crossing, they left Cairo for Baghdad,
driving with two-hour shifts, for thirteen hours a day. They reached the

capital of Iraq in three and a half days. Four days later they had made one of

the few trips a single truck has ever attempted across Tran and were the first

New Zealand troops to enter Teheran. At one place they lived with thousands of

Polish soldiers evacuated from Russia.

So enthusiastic were the Poles to entertain the three New Zealanders who

had brought medical supplies to assist their countrymen that it became embarrassing.

Everywhere the New Zealanders were saluted and offered vodka.

"The Poles looked very fit and they were training vigorously and were all

keen to come to grips with the Germans," said Driver Newton.

After three days leave in Teheran the New Zealanders began their return

journey through Iraq and Palestine and are now working seven days a week in the

unit's convoys.
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